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Abstract. One approach for improving the usability of interactive systems is
adapting them to user behavior, which can be accomplished by adaptation rules.
The advantage of rules is that they are explicit and intuitive, but their expressivity
depends on the richness of the underlying data model. In this paper, a framework
for the adaptation of interactive systems is presented that relies on a uniform
ontology-based information representation, for instance for the system and the
user model. Such a description can then be employed by the adaptation rules.
By adding semantic information, the scope of the rules is widened. Moreover,
special emphasis is put on the dynamic aspects of interactive systems, mainly the
interaction of the user with the system and system events. Exemplary rules used
in an interactive TV prototype illustrate this framework.
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1 Introduction

User groups of interactive systems become more and more diverse. For instance, home
entertainment systems or automotive infotainment systems are operated by old and
young, well-educated and uneducated people, who have different capabilities and ex-
pectations toward the systems. Therefore, there is a need for approaches to create sys-
tems usable by a wide range of different users. Making these systems adaptive to each
individual user is a solution that has been a matter of research for many years [1,8].
Adaptive systems observe the user and improve themselves by deriving adaptations
from the user’s behavior.

There are numerous standards for the definition of interactive systems, such as
UIML1 or XUL2 for graphical and VoiceXML3 for speech-based systems, and even
more research projects. But not all of them are apt for multimodal systems, which can
be controlled by more than one modality at the same time. Statecharts [7], also known
from the Unified Modeling Language (UML)4, offer a sound formalism to describe both

1 User Interface Markup Language (UIML): http://www.uiml.org/
2 XML User Interface Language (XUL): http://www.mozilla.org/projects/xul/
3 VoiceXML: http://www.w3.org/TR/voicexml20/
4 Unified Modeling Language (UML): http://www.uml.org/

P. Forbrig and F. Paternò (Eds.): HCSE/TAMODIA 2008, LNCS 5247, pp. 205–212, 2008.
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graphical and speech-based systems. While there are more sophisticated descriptions
for instance for speech dialogue systems, such as frame- or agent-based approaches (cf.
[9]), these are intended for speech-based systems only and not usable for graphical sys-
tems. A statechart model consists of a number of hierarchical states and event-triggered
transitions connecting these states. Graphical components, composed of a hierarchy of
graphical elements, and speech components, consisting of speech output and grammars
for speech input, are attached to states and activated when the respective state is en-
tered. For this work, the statechart-based commercial modeling tool EB GUIDE Studio
[5] was extended by an adaptation framework. The tool includes a simulation compo-
nent, which is used as a dialogue manager.

In order to perform appropriate adaptations in interactive systems, an adaptation
framework is required for the development of prototypes and deployed systems. In this
work, an adaptation framework is presented that employs rules to define the adapta-
tions. These rules operate on information stored in a knowledge base that describes the
system and the user. Special emphasis is put on the dynamic parts of the system, which
play a significant role in interactive systems, i.e., the interaction of the user with the
system and system events.

This paper is structured as follows. First, Section 2 introduces ontologies and how
they are used to create a uniform description of all information relevant for the adapta-
tion. Next, the use of rules on top of the knowledge representation to describe adapta-
tions is discussed in Section 3. Finally, related work is presented in Section 4 and future
work is outlined in Section 5.

2 The Semantic Layer

In rule-based adaptive systems, the adaptation rules have to rely on the information
provided by the underlying data model. Therefore, the more information is provided
by the data model, the more powerful and comprehensive the adaptation rules can be.
Moreover, a common representation for all data is needed to make it available to the

Fig. 1. The architecture of the adaptation framework comprises a knowledge base layer and adap-
tation rules on top of it. Adaptation rules are triggered by the interaction of the user with the
system.
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adaptation rules in a uniform way. For this purpose, a semantic layer covering all neces-
sary information was added on top of the interactive system. The different components
of the framework architecture shown in Fig. 1 are discussed in the following sections.

Since the information used by the adaptation rules has to be available at runtime of
the system, a formalism with extensive instantiation support is required for the knowl-
edge representation. The Web Ontology Language (OWL)5 provides, in addition to
class definition constructs, support for the dynamic instantiation of the models by means
of individuals. Hence, OWL is employed in this work by means of the Jena framework6,
a Semantic Web library.

2.1 Ontologies

An ontology is a description of a certain domain, which is expressed as a hierarchy
of classes covering all relevant parts of a domain. Classes have a set of properties,
which can either be primitive types, such as a string or a number, or references to other
individuals. Individuals are stored as so-called triples, which consist of a subject (an
individual), a predicate (a property), and an object (a primitive value or another individ-
ual). For instance, the name “Welcome” of the state with the ID “State42” is described
through the “hasName” property by the following triple:

(State42 hasName ‘‘Welcome’’)

A knowledge base consists of a set of classes and a number of instances of these
classes. In the following sections, the different models contributing to the knowledge
base are presented and the creation of instances of these models is discussed.

2.2 The Models – System, User, Adaptation, and Interaction Model

As a basis for intuitive and powerful adaptation rules, information about different as-
pects of the system is required, comprising information about the system, the user and
the user’s system configuration, the interaction of the user with the system, and in-
formation about possible adaptations. Each of these areas is implemented as a model
consisting of a set of OWL classes with a number of properties. Most of these classes
can be reused for different systems, only application-specific classes, such as annotated
information or the interaction, have to be defined for each system.

The system model is a technical description of the system, comprising the statechart
model and a description of the graphical and speech components. Moreover, to further
enhance the scope of the knowledge base, additional semantic information can be an-
notated to the model. For instance, all elements, e.g. states, buttons, or speech output
prompts, have a “type” property that describes their purpose, such as “help”.

The user model describes the different users of the system. On the one hand, it com-
prises factual information about the user, such as name or preferences. On the other
hand, the user model covers the configuration of the system for the user, e.g. whether
certain entities are enabled. Since only the user model can change during the execution
of the system, only changes to the user model have to be stored.

5 Web Ontology Language (OWL): http://www.w3.org/2004/OWL/
6 The Jena framework: http://jena.sourceforge.net
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The interaction model describes the interaction of the user with the system by defin-
ing interaction patterns out of low-level system events. These low-level events can be
state changes in the statechart model, dialogue manager events, input device events
(e.g., remote control or input button), or speech input from the speech recognition sys-
tem. All events have parameters for additional information, such as the name of the
button for input device events, which can be used in the rules.

The interaction patterns are not part of the ontology, but are described by means
of a Deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA). Sequences, repetitions, and alternatives
combine low-level events or again other patterns into interaction patterns. For instance,
a menu entry selection by moving the cursor up and down and pressing the OK button
can be described by the pattern “(button up OR button down)* AND button OK”, with
the “*” denoting a repetition. Context information can be used to refine interaction
patterns and to connect them to different parts of the system, e.g. differentiating between
selections in different menus of the system.

The adaptation model describes the adaptations that can be applied to the system.
Adaptations are expressed as rules, which are discussed in the following section.

2.3 Instantiating the Models

In order to use these models at runtime of an interactive system, they have to be pop-
ulated with instances of the model classes, called individuals. For this purpose, special
adapter modules are used to initialize the knowledge base accordingly when the system
starts. For instance, the “Statechart Ontology Adapter” creates a knowledge base indi-
vidual for every state in the system definition and fills the properties accordingly, such
as the name, whereas the “User Model Adapter” loads information about the users from
the user model.

The dialogue manager consults the knowledge base during the execution of the sys-
tem. For instance, if a state or a speech output prompt is disabled in the knowledge base,
it will be skipped. Therefore, the definitions of the respective elements do not have to
be updated and the information needs to be stored only in the knowledge base.

3 Adaptations

This section discusses how adaptations are performed. Adaptation rules can exploit the
the information provided by the knowledge base. Contrary to statistical approaches,
rules are well-predictable and explicit, which is especially important for graphical
systems.

3.1 Adaptation Rules

Rules are used for two different purposes. First, the information in the knowledge base
can be inferred from the interaction of the user with the system, e.g. by defining a
rule that updates the current state of the dialogue system from (low-level) state change
events. Second, adaptations can be performed by rules, e.g. by disabling certain ele-
ments of the system. Adaptation rules are connected to entries of the adaptation model
in order to make this information part of the knowledge base.
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The rules used in this framework consist of three parts. First, the event part is used to
define a trigger for a rule by connecting the rule to a pattern from the interaction model
(e.g. menu selection) or a low-level event (e.g. a state change). If rules have no trigger,
they are executed at predefined points, such as system startup or user change. Second,
the condition part can be used to define additional criteria that have to be fulfilled to
execute the body of the rule. Third, the action part contains the rule body, usually con-
sisting of knowledge base updates.

Knowledge base updates are composed of two parts, the query part and the update
part. Since the Jena rule engine only supports monotonic updates, i.e., does not support
modifications of existing triples, and the non-monotonicity is important to allow updates
to the user model, a custom rule system is used. The query part of the rule is transformed
into a SPARQL7 query. Parameter values from the event, e.g. the name of the new state
for a state change event, are passed to the query as bound variables. The update part
is a list of triples that will either be updated in the knowledge base determined by the
subject and the predicate, or created if no matching triple exists. Updates can contain
functors that perform computations, such as incrementing a value.

The evaluation of rules is carried out within a transaction, performing all updates to
the knowledge base only after all triggered rules have been evaluated. This is necessary
for consistency reasons. For instance, if rule A updated a value read by rule B, which is
evaluated after A, the (implicit) order of execution would be relevant. But making the
order explicit would increase the complexity unnecessarily.

3.2 Exemplary Adaptation Rules

Two adaptation rules are shown in this section, updating the knowledge base and per-
forming a simple adaptation respectively. The rules in the actual system use XML as a
notation, but for clarity reasons, a simplified notation is used. Variable names start with
a “?”, properties with a lower case character, and instances with an upper case character.
The examples are taken from an adaptive home entertainment model that includes an
electronic program guide.

In Fig. 2, an update rule is shown that is triggered when the current state in the
statechart model changes. Therefore, a “state change” event trigger is used. In the ac-
tions part, a query is defined that retrieves the state element in the knowledge base

events: state change: ?name
conditions: none
actions:

query:
(?state hasName ?name)
(?status isAboutEntity ?state)
(CurrentSession hasUser ?currentUser)
(?status isAboutUser ?currentUser)
(?status hasUseCount ?oldUseCount)

updates:
(?status hasUseCount addOne(?oldUseCount))

Fig. 2. Knowledge base update rule that increments the use counter of a state in the user model

7 SPARQL Query Language: http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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events: pattern: "UserIsLost"
conditions: none
actions:

query:
(CurrentSession hasUser ?currentUser)
(?element hasType DialogueType_Help)
(?status isAboutEntity ?element)
(?status isAboutUser ?currentUser)

updates:
(?status isEntityEnabled "true")

Fig. 3. An adaptation rule that enables “help” elements (states, speech output prompts, etc.) if a
user is lost (defined by the interaction pattern “UserIsLost”)

determined by the name of the state (?name), selects the current user, her status triple
for the state, and the old use count. The “updates” section updates the use count, which
is computed from the old value using the “addOne” functor.

A (simplified) adaptation rule is given in Fig. 3. This rule enables help when a
user seems to be lost, which is defined by the interaction pattern “UserIsLost”, e.g.
defined as “random scrolling” (not shown). “Help elements” are defined by annotations
to the system model, which are available through the value “DialogueType Help” of the
“hasType” property.

4 Related Work

Ontologies have been used in multimodal systems for other purposes than adapations,
such as supporting semantic coherence checking [6] in the SmartKom project or domain
reasoning in the dialogue manager [4] in the Talk project. Moreover, ontologies have
been used for modeling interactive systems. In [10], an ontology is used in addition
to UML in the development process of multimodal interactive systems. The high-level
model description is only available at design time to provide development support and
for platform mapping, but not at runtime of the system.

Sophisticated adaptation architectures have been presented in the domain of adaptive
hypertext systems. A formal definition of an adaptive hypermedia system is presented
in [3]. The adaptation component consists of a set of rules expressed as first-order logic
statements using a language called TRIPLE. The adaptations rely on a semantic anno-
tation of the document space. Another framework for adaptive systems in presented in
[2]. It relies on OWL for describing the system and the domain and the SWRL rule
language to express the adaptations. The ODAS domain ontology [11] is used in con-
junction with adaptation rules in an adaptive hypertext portal. The authors reason that
rules provide a better transparency and controllability for users than statistical adapta-
tion methods. The ontology provides a knowledge foundation for the adaptation rules
and contains different models, such as a system model, a task model, and a resource
model.

These adaptation architectures have only been applied to hypertext systems, but not
to interactive systems in general, which are richer with regard to their interaction pos-
sibilities. Hence, this approach is better suited for interactive systems, since interaction
patterns and system events can directly be connected to the adaptations rules.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

This work presented a framework for adapting dialogue systems to user behavior that is
based on a knowledge base and adaptation rules. The knowledge base, which is defined
by a set of OWL models and populated by means of adapter components, covers all
aspects that are relevant for the adaptations. The expressivity of adaptation rules benefits
from this information. Since the interaction of the user with the system is a vital part
of adaptive systems, special emphasis was put on this issue by defining interaction
patterns that trigger rules. These interaction patterns are defined out of low-level system
events, such as input device or speech input events. Exemplary rules for knowledge base
updates and adaptations were given to illustrate the use of this framework.

There are two main directions for future work. First, the description of the user in-
teraction can be improved by adding a task model and connecting it to the interaction
model. A task model describes what a user can do with an interactive system on an
abstract task level. Thus, the expressivity of adaptation rules can benefit from this ad-
ditional information. Second, the development of adaptive systems can benefit greatly
from defining a list of adaptations and formalizing them as adaptation patterns. Based
on existing research on human-computer interaction patterns [12], concrete adaptation
patterns can be included in the ontology and connected to the interaction and task mod-
els. These patterns can then be added to the model by the system designer or executed
automatically.
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